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SoundPLAN essential
fresh and uncomplicated
SP essential...

... the low cost alternative for standard cases
Highlights:
?
Unlimited model size (your computer´s memory is the only limit)
?
Standards calculations conform to the proven, original SoundPLAN calculation

core
?
Intuitive, flexible graphic data entry
?
Calculates single receivers, noise limit contours and color filled contour areas
?
Preformated high quality graphics and table presentations for all time slots
?
Documents partial noise levels for all sources for all receivers with spectral

details
?
Results for each noise type or combination of road, rail and industry
?
Window protection classes in accordance to DIN 4109
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SoundPLAN essential

Example: Definition of a line source

Calculation procedures and noise types
SoundPLAN-essential calculates noise
received from roads, railways, industry and
parking lots. Calculations can be presented
for individual noise types or for any combination of noise types. For each noise type
or combination, you can generate variants
with and without noise control.
Roads and railways are calculated in accordance to the appropriate calculation standard such as the NMPB or Schall03. For the
entry and the noise assessment, select between two time slots for day/night, or three
time slots for day/evening/night.
Parking lots are calculated with RLS-90 or
the parking lot study from 2007. Industry

and other frequency dependant noise is calculated in accordance to ISO 9613-2. For
the assessment, select between the
models for weekday and for weekend, and
a model with two or three time slots. It is
also possible to evaluate the maximum
noise levels.
The emission from the sources is defined
for an averaged mean frequency or a third
octave/octave spectrum. Quiet times can
be defined with their noise penalties.
All noise types generate calculations, documentation and graphics for single receivers, noise limit contour lines, and color filled contour areas of Grid Noise Maps.

Tools to create the noise model
The easiest way to create model data is to import a georeferenced bitmap and digitize the data on top of it. If you
already have the model data, import it via DXF, ASCII or ESRI
shapefiles interfaces.
The following elements are available:
Noise sources (by noise type): roads, traffic signal, railways,
parking lots, point, line and area sources and ground absorption areas
Elevation lines and spot heights to generate the digital
ground model
Buildings, noise protection walls, berms (unlimited numbers)
Receivers attached to buildings and free standing receivers
immission areas
General lines and text elements

The documentation of results presents the details of the noise simulation for each receiver

?
Documentation in tabular and graphical form
?
Table with details of source properties
?
Table with source contributions at the receiver
?
Table of noise levels at the receiver with frequency details
?
Tabular results of calculations and assessments at the receiver
?
Graphic presentation of the geometry and results in small tables
?
Noise limit contour line in combination with single receiver results
?
Grid Noise Maps with color fills of the area between contour lines

